REDD-plus (Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation)
- Forest Conservation in Developing Countries
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Preface
Humankind has achieved prosperity owing to various benefits offered by forests. On the other
hand, large areas of forests have been lost by excessive deve lopment activities. In recent
years, as global wa rm ing attracts international attention, the role that forests play in climate
change mitigation and adaptation has also rece ived growing recogn ition. Va rious measures
have been taken to conserve forests world -wide, and some progress has been made.
Nevertheless, many developing countries still face serious deforestation.
The Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) and the Internationa l Tropi ca l
Timb er Organization (I TTO) have long been work ing on conservation and susta inable use
of forests in developing cou ntries . In 2010, the two organizations signed a Memorandum
of Understanding to cooperate on forest-related issues in developing countries. Promoting
REDO -plus is one of the im portant common objectives of JICA and IHO. This booklet, jointly
produced by JICA and ITTO, aims to promote further understanding on - and interest in REDOplus by the interested parties and the general public.
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and other greenhouse gases have
dramatically increased, and it is very likely
that these increases have had a net warming
effect on the global climate system.
There is much concern over the many
serious impacts associated with global
warming, including changes in river flow and
water availability, increased risk of species
extinction, decreased cereal productivity,
increased damage from floods and storms
along coastal areas, and negative effects on
human health by way of infectious diseases.

of impacts associated with global average temperature change
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he Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change' (IPCC) declared in its Fourth
Assessment Report (AR4)/Synthesis
Report in 2007, that global warming
is evident from the rise in the average
temperatures of air and ocean, the rise of
the sea level, and the melting of snow and
ice observed ubiquitously around the world.
Humankind has burnt a staggering amount
of coal, petroleum, and other fossil fuels since
the beginning of the Industrial Revolution
around 1750. As a consequence, atmospheric
concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane,
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1. Water: Hundreds of millions of people exposed to increased water stress.
2, Ecosystems: Up to 30% of species at increasing risk of extinction. Increased coral bleaching .
3. Food : Complex, localized negative impacts on small holders, subsistence farmers and fishers
4. Coasts: Increased damage from floods and storms. About 30% of global coastal wetlands lost.
5. Health: Increasing burden from malnutrition, diarrhea, cardio-respiratory, and infectious diseases.
Changed distributions of some disease vectors.
Source: IPCC Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)/Synthesis Report

The United Nations Framework Convention
on Cli mate Change (UNFCCC) was
formulated as an international agreement
among nations to prevent global warming.
The UNFCCC was opened for signature at the
Earth Summit (United Nations Conference
on Environment and Development) in Rio

de Janeiro in 1992. There are currently 193
countries, in addition to the European Union
(EU), that are parties to the Convention
(as of March 2010). The stated purpose of
the Convention is to stabilize greenhouse
gas concentrations in the atmosphere, but
in recognition of the fact that developed

The IPee is a United Nat ions body established in 1988 by t he Worl d Meteorologica l Organ ization (WMO) and
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) for the purpose of providing scient ific information on
cl imate change upo n w hich decision-makers can base decisions. It mainly gathe rs and assesses scie nt ific f ind ings
rela ted to global wa rmi ng.
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countries had been respon sible for most
green house gas em issions, the Convention
adopted the principle wh ich states that
efforts to protect the climate system
wo ul d be "on t he basis of equ ity and in
accorda nce w ith [the parties'] common but
differentiated responsib il ities an d respective
capabilities". Based on this principle, the

Third Conference of the Parties (COP3),
which was held in Kyoto in 1997, adopted
the Kyoto Protocol, a supplement to the
Convention that incorporated commitments
by developed nations as a whole to reduce
their greenhouse gas emissions by at least
5 percen t compared to 1990 leve ls over the
period from 2008 to 20 12.
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Greenhouse gas emissions resulting from deforestation and forest degradation exceed those from the
transportation sector
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igure 1-1 is reproduced from the AR4
Synthesis Report mentioned above
and shows the shares of the types of
greenhouse gases in the world and emi ssions
by sector. In 2004, global greenhouse gas
em issions totaled 49.0 GtC02-eq for the yea r.
Over ha lf of that was C02 attributab le to the
combustion of foss il fuels, but the second

largest share was C02 from deforestation,
decay and peat By sector, forestry (wh ich
incl udes deforestation) accounts for 17.4
percent of tota l em issions, w hich is more
t han the sha re of total emissions f rom the
transport sector - 13. 1 percent - including
fro m automobi les, aircraft, and other veh icles .
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Figure 1-1: Shares of greenhouse gas emissions in 2004 by gas type and by sector (Source: The IPCC's Fourth Assessment Report (AR4)/Synthesis Report)
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he total area of forests on the earth is
about four billion hectares, covering
around 30 percent of t he ea rth 's land
area (FAO 2006). Forests collective ly serve
as a crucial sink for carbon dioxide, which is
the most prevalent greenhouse gas. Through
the process of photosynthesis, trees absorb
atmospheri c C02 and store it in the form
of carbo n either as part of the wood of the
trees themselves or in forest soils. About 50
percent of the dry weight trees is carbon .
The amount of carbon stored by the world's
forests (including forest soil) is estimated at
about 1,150 Gt , which amounts to nearly
half of the world's comb ined terrestrial
ca rbon pools of about 2,500 Gt 2 Accordingly,
the co nversion of forests to farmlands and
other such land -u se changes means that
much if not most of the carbon that is
sequestered in those forests w ill be released
into the atmosphere in the form of C02.
Despite the enormou s carbon pools
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Figure 1-2 Changes in the world's forest area (2000-2005) (Source: FAO FRA2005)
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that their biomasses represent, forests
continue to decrease and degrade, especia ll y
in developing countries. Some of the major
reasons are the conversion of forests to
ag ri cu ltura l land to develop plantations, the
overharvesting of fuel wood, and increases
in forest fires, illegal logging, and slash-andburn cu ltivation. The FAO reports that the
annual decrease in land covered by forest
is about 13 million hectares (2000-2005
average), whi ch is equiva lent to about one, third the total land area of Japan. A map
of net changes in forest area around the
world appears in the FAO's Forest Resources
Assessment (FRA) 2005, from wh ich it is clear
that most countries w ith a net decrease in
forest cover are located in tropical latitudes
(Figure 1-2). Significantly large net losses are
observed every year in Africa (-4.0 mill ion ha),
South Ameri ca (-4.3 million ha), and in South
and Southeast Asia (-2.9 mill ion ha).
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2 In th is estimate. 46 percent of carbon is stored in forests. w hile 54 percent is stored in non-forest ecosystems
(grasslands, deserts. tund ra. croplands, etc.) . Around 30 to 40 percent of forest carbon is stored in vegetation
(incl uding trees). w hile 60 t o 70 percent is stored in t he soil (SCBD 2009).
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n the AR4 Working Group III Report
(2007a), the IPCC declared th at" a
sustainable forest management strategy
aimed at maintain ing or increasing forest
carbon stocks ... will generate the largest
sustained mitigation benefit," a statement
that demonstrates a clear recognition of the
significance of the role of forests and forestry
in measures to mitigate global warm ing.
Among key mitigation technologies
and practices, the report lists afforestation,
reforestation, forest management. reduced
deforestation, harvested wood product
management, and the use of forestry
products for bioenergy to replace foss il fue l
use (IPCC AR4 Synthesis Report).
The Kyoto Protocol, adopted at the
Third Conference of the Parties (COP3) to
the United Nations Framework Convention
on Climate Change in 1997, introduced

I

the Clean Development Mechanism 3
(CDM) to enable developed cou ntries to
carry out activities against globa l warming
in developin g countries. Procedures and
modalities for afforestation and reforestation 4
CDM (or AlR-CDM) later were forma lly
incorporated into the Protocol.
The rapid loss of tropica l forests
has long been recognized throughout
the world as one of the leading causes
of global warming. Despite this, effective
solutions have not been incorporated within
the framework of the Kyoto Protocol.
To address this problem, discussions are
currently underway on the implementation
of a program to reduce emissions from
deforestation and forest degradation in
developing countries as a post-Kyoto (2013
and on) global warming miti gation scheme
for the forest sector.
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he in novative idea of reducing
greenhouse gas emission through
curbing forest deforestation and
degradation, was proposed jointly by Papua

T

New Guinea and Costa Rica at the 11 th
Conference of the Parties to the UNFCCC
(COP 11 , Montreal, 2005), and was adopted
as an official agenda item of the conference.

3 Clean Deve lopment Mechanism: One of the Kyoto (or " flexibility" ) mechanisms, w hich are tools for uti lizing
market mechanisms in global w arming mitigation effo rts, adopted at the time of the Kyoto Protocol (COP3,
1997). This international mechanism allows developed countries to implement projects that reduce emissio;!s
(or increase removals by sinks) in developing countries, for which they are issued credits commensurate with
reduced emissions (or increased removals) that are shared among project participants.
4 Definitions of "afforestation" and " reforestation " in t he context of the Kyoto Protocol: "AfforestatioA< refers
to the direct human-induced conversion of land that has not been forested for a period of at h~;;St ~O;'ear5.
to forested land through planting, seeding and/or the human-induced promotion of natural seed <s6u~s.\
"Reforestation " is the same but on land that was forested but that has been convened te' non,f6'r~eS ~anil
(FCCc/CP/2001113/Add. 1 The Marrakesh Accords Decision 11/CP. 7Annex).
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Later at COP13 (Indonesia, 2007),
the decision was formally made to consider
Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and
Forest Degradation in Developing Countries
(REDD S) as a new measure to mitigate climate
change (the Bali Action Plan, 1 (b) (iii)). In
order to examine the feasibility of the REDD,
developed countries were encouraged to
provide assistance to developing countries in
improving the capacity to implement REDD
strategies and to pursue pilot activities.
REDD-plus s became one of the most
important agendas at COP1S held in

Copenhagen in December 2009, where
progress was made to study the programme
more in detail. The Copenhagen Accord,
which was the major achievement of
COP1S, explicitly emphasized the importance
of REDD-plus and of the immediate
establishment of a funding mechanism to
foster positive incentives, and highlighed
the necessity for sufficient funding 6 from
developed countries to promote and assist
capacity-building of developing countries.

he basic concept behind REDD-plus
is for developed countries to provide
economic assistance (i ncluding
financing ) to developing countries to reduce
greenhouse gas em issions (or to maintain
or enhance carbon stocks) through curbing
deforestation/forest degradation, or through
forest conservation. The amount of the
assistance will be decided in accordance
with the amount of reduced emissions (or
of maintained/enhanced carbon stocks)
achieved by the developing countries. At the
same time, a developed country that provides
assistance may receive credits whose value
is again in accordance with the amount of
reduced emissions (or maintained/enhanced
carbon stocks) achieved. The assisting country
may also expect to incorporate these credits
into its own emissions reduction efforts.
The basic mechanism is as follows. First,
a "reference level" which represents the
volume of emissions expected to occur in the
absence of steps taken to control deforestation
and forest degradation (Figure 2-1, dotted line)
is established. The reference level is estimated

from past trends of deforestation and their
associated emissions volu mes. Economic
incentives are provided with respect to the
difference between this reference level and
emissions in cases where deforestation and
forest degradation have actually been curbed
(i.e. when REDD-plus projects have been
implemented; Figure 2-1, solid line).
The financial mechanisms for
providing economic assistance to
developing countries that are currently
being explored fall broadly under the
following categories: a market approach,
a fund-based approach, or a hybrid
mechanism that combines the two.
The market approach would entail
taking the emissions reductions (or
maintained/enhanced carbon stocks)
achieved through REDO-plus projects and
converting them into credits, which would
then be traded on the carbon market to
generate funds. The fund-based approach
would involve providing funds directly
to developing countries, without carbon
market transactions.
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5 REDD and REDD-plus: Distinctions are ma de between REDD and REDD-pl us depending on t he ra nge of activities.
Wh il e the scope of REDD is the control of deforestation and forest degradation, REDD-plus also includes
conserVa t io n, sustainable management of forests and t he enhancement of forest carbon stocks w ithi n its scope.
6 To help developing countries with climate cha nge mitigation and adaptation, the collective commitment by
developed countries is to provide assistance worth USD 30 billion for the perio d from 2010 to 2012, and to
strive for the goal of mobi lizing jointly USD 100 billion a year by 2020.
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t COP15 (2009), a methodolog ica l
gui dance w hich addresses RED Dplus' methodolog ical issues was
adopted (FCCc/CP/2009/ 11 /Ad d.l ). In
contrast, althoug h the matter was debated,
no concl usions were reached regarding RED Dplus related policy issues, and it was decided
that discussions wou ld have to contin ue.
Internat iona l debates over RED D-plus are
expected to continue, among which the ma in
issues are as follows.

A

Technical issues:
(Reference levels)
Past forestry data, including forest coverage,
ca rbon stocks of forest soils, branches, leaves,
dead wood, and underground biomass
necessary to set reference levels, is not

sufficiently avai lable in many of developing
cou ntries. For t his reason, one major
cha llenge is to ensure credib ility and accuracy
to t he refere nce levels in the absence of
re levant data.
Consideration shou ld also be given to
how far back in terms of years t he data shou ld
cove r, and whether to incorporate fut ure
proj ections into baseline calculations rather
than simply re lyi ng on emissions trends from
past deforestat ion . Differences like these can
have a large impact on the reference levels.
Let us imagine a hypothetica l example
where we estab lish reference levels re lying
exclusively on past trends for Cou ntry A and
Country B. Country A has remarkably high
levels of em issions due to def orestation,
wh ile Country B has relatively low 'levels of
emissions from deforestation, due It o better
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forest management. If both countries then
put the same amount of resources or effort
into emissions reduction, the volume of
reduced emissions in Country A, which has
allowed the loss of much of its forests to
occur, will be larger than that of Country
B, which has managed its forests to certain
extent. This leads to an unreasonable
outcome in which Country A may then gain
more in economic assistance than Country B.
This example implies that reference levels
can greatly influence the evaluation of the
REDD-plus efforts by respective countries. For
this reason, experts' views significantly vary as
to which methodology be applied in analysing
and setting reference levels, necessitating
further examination of the initiative and
coordination of different opinions.

(Monitoring)
Calculation of actual emissions requires
regular monitoring of deforestation and
degradation (changes in forest area and forest
carbon stock) It is widely acknowledged
that combining remote sensing with groundbased surveys is an effective means of
monitoring these variables. Further studies are
nevertheless necessary, to establish a system
that can be applied to different monitoring
techniques by type of forests and by country,
yet sophisticated enough to be applied also

to regional/sub-regionallevel monitoring.
Required also is to ensure a consistent system
in which information is "Measurable",
"Reportable", and "Verifiable" (the MRV
system).

Policy issues:
In order to promote REDD-plus, developing
countries needs not only to put in place the
relevant policies and institutional reforms,
but they are also required to work towards
improving governance. In addition, a large
population in developing countries depends
on forests for livelihood. Concerns are heard
that introducing REDD-plus and reducing
deforestation and forest degradation would
impose restriction upon the use of forest
resources, and may have negative implications
to the traditional cultures of the local
communities as well as to their livelihood.
Such concerns urge the concerned
countries to ensure that the institutional
design of REDD-plus will include a system
through which the opinions of local
communities, indigenous people and other
stakeholders are effectively conveyed., The
design should also incorporate a mechanism
to ensure equitable distribution of benefits
gained through REDD-plus.

(5) REDD-plusO)tiittICfCJl:t"C / Scaling up REDO-plus
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ssistance for capacity-building in
developing countries is vital to take
REDD-plus further forward. Hence, at
present, numerous pilot projects and capacitybuilding programmes are being undertaken
by the governments of developed countries,
international organizations, private sectors,
and NGOs.
In addition to assistance by developed

A

countries under the frameworks provided by
bilateral agreements, efforts by international
organizations include the World Bank's
Forest Carbon Partnership Facility (FCPF)
and the UN-REDD Programme which
is a joint programme by the Food and
Agriculture Organization (FAO), the United
Nations Development Programme (UNDP),
and the United Nations Environment
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Programme(UNEP). IDO has also in itiated
a new thematic programme on Reducing
Deforestation and Forest Degradation
and Enhancing Environmenta l Services
(REDDES-See page 18). These programmes
help developing countries prepare for the
implementation of REDD (via capacity-

bui ldi ng/techni ca l assistance and REDD
strategy and system formu lation), and
develop and implement pilot projects.
However, further financial and technical aid
from th e international community is still
needed in order to accelerate the scaling-up
of REDD-plus initiatives .7
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Greenhouse gas reduction
targets
The Copenhagen Accord presented at
COP15 (2 009) urges developed countries
to set reduction targets to be met by 2020,
and for developing nations to take action
towards red uction, and asks the countries
to submit these by the end of January
2010. Japan has already announced its goal
of reducing em issions by 25 percent from
1990 levels on the condition that all other
major parties ag ree to devise a fair and
effective international framework that calls
for an ambit ious reduction target.

Assist~nce

countnes

to developing

The Copenhagen Accord ca lls for a
collective commitment by developed
countries approach in g USD 30 billion
by 20 12 to assist deve loping countries
wi th global warming measures, and over
the long term , to commit to a goa l of
mobilizing jointly USD 100 billion dollars
a year by 2020. In response to this, at the
COP15 meeting of the heads of state,
Japan pledged assistance worth JPY 1.75
tri llion (or roughly USD 15 bi llion) over

t he three-yea r period leading up to the
end of 2012. Japan also promised as a
matter of fundamental poli cy to contribute
to the transition to a low-carbon society
and to ba lancing environmental an d
economic co nce rns on a globa l scale.
In concrete term s, Japan has begun
broad and compre hensive assistance
initiatives, including low-carbon, solar
power generation , and other forms
of techn ologica l assistance that uti lize
Japan's advantage in environment-related
technologies, as we ll as urgent aid for
recovery after natural disasters, assistance in
capacity-bui ldin g, etc.
W ith regard to REDD-plu s, Japan
is assisting developing countries for
the collection of basic data on forest
resources and land use, sustainable forest
management and forest conservation and
afforestation. Government of Japan is
actively supporting REDD-plu s, as evidenced
by its pledge of about USD 500 mi llion in
aid by 20 12 .

(Press releases by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of Japan, January 26 and May 24,20 10)

7 At the Oslo Forest Cl imate Conference held on May 27,2010, developed countries pledged contributionS'
totaling about USO four billion ,as short-term public finance by 2012 ,to be provided for supporting Ri(gO-plus.
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o far the focus of this review has been
almost exclusively on the role of forests
as sinks for greenhouse gases, but it is
only a part of the functions of forests which
provides benefits to our livelihood.
Forests also serve as habitats for a
myriad of life, from plants and animals to
microorganisms. It is estimated that at least 80
percent of all terrestrial species depend upon
forest ecosystems (World Bank, 2008).
Biodiversity is a broad concept that
encompasses every kind of ecosystem
including forests, the diversity of species
that thrive within those ecosystems, and the
diversity generated through the transfer of
genetic materials from the past to the future.
In recent years, however, the loss of that
very biodiversity is raising serious concerns.
In 1992, with the purpose of substantially
reducing those losses, the Convention on
Biological Diversity was concluded. One of the
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leading causes of biodiversity loss is habitat
degradation. The proper management of
forests, and increased forest coverage through
REDO-plus and related projects, are effective
in protecting the habitats of innumerable
species, which in turn contributes to the
conservation of biodiversity.
More than 1.6 billion people throughout
the world depend on forest resources for
livelihood. Forest ecosystems are especially
important for indigenous peoples, 60 million
of whom not only live in forest ecosystems,
but rely almost entirely on forests for food,
fuel, and other basic living needs (World Bank,
2006)
Functions such as those provided by
forests, from which human beings derive
benefits, are referred to as "ecosystem
services". There are many examples of
ecosystem services people commonly
obtain from forests: the supply of materials
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essentia l for life such as food, fabrics,
timber, and firewood; stable supply of wate r;
the prevention of soil-runoff and f lood;
purification of air, and even the provision of
venue for recreational activities.
The UN-led Millennium Ecosystem
AssessmentShas concluded that as much
as 60 percent of the world's ecosystems are
being degraded or used unsustainably. It also
indicates that deforestation and other form s
of the degradation of ecosystem services
are directly harming the world's poor. The
promotion of forest conservation the refore
not only contributes to the mitigation of
global warming, it also - by maintaining
ecosystem services obtained from forests
- is extremely important for protecting the
well -being of people, particularly the poor
population in developing cou ntries.
There are two important facets to
forest conservation efforts: climate change

mitigation, which is achieved through the
seq uestration of carbon, and climate change
adaptation, which is the process of adjusting
to the consequences of global warm ing. As
referred in first chapter, global warming may
cause serious water shortage, the increase
of disasters such as f loods and tidal wave,
and degradation of biodiversity due to
frequent and serious extraordinary weather.
Meanwhile, forests contribute to climate
regulation, stable water supplies, f lood
prevention, and biodiversity conservation.
Forest conservation and sustainable forest is
an effective measure to mitigate the im pacts
of global warming.
JICA and IDO prom ote REDD-plusrelated forest conservation initiatives
throughout the world, wh ile focusing on
maxi mizing the diverse effects that forests
offer.

hrough the Official Development
Assistance (O DA) programme under
the auspices of the government,
Japan has provided financial and technica l
cooperation in developing countries
9
since joining the Colombo Plan in 1954.
Of Japan's ODA consisting of bilateral
ai d and multilateral assistance deli vered
through international organizations, the
Japan Internationa l Cooperation Agency
(JIC A) is exclusively responsible for the
implementation of bilateral aid. Bilateral
aid from JICA takes three forms: technical
cooperation, loans, and grant.
With its stated vision of "Inclusive
and Dynamic Development", JICA offers

international cooperation to developing
co untries in a broad range of fields. JICA
recognizes the conservation of the natural
environment as one of the highest priorities
of international cooperation. W ith the
objective of "achieving harmony between
human activities and conservation of
natural environment ", JICA coope rates w it h
developing countries in creating mechanisms
in which those nations them selves can protect
their natural environments. In the f ield of
environmenta l conservation, JICA carried
out 73 technica l coope ration projects, nine
grant aid projects, and 28 ODA loan projec.ts
between fiscal years 2000 to 2008.
Through the implementation of ma"ny
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8 Proposed by the Un ited Nations, this project was carried out from 2001 to 2005 to comprehpn'i~plv
ecosystems on a global scale. Focusing on services provided by ecosystems, the Assessment
relationship between those services and human well being and examined the impact of the
The Assessment brought to light many aspects of the relationships betw een biodiversity and
relationships wh ich until then had largely been ambiguous.
9 The Colombo Plan is an internationa l organization establ ished in 1950 to provide aid for
countries of South Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific region. Its secretariat is located i r . _rif!'
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OOA projects, JICA has come to adopt and
promote what is termed the "co-benefit
approach", wh ich is an approach that
contributes to both the efforts to mitigate
global warming and to ensure sustainable
development in developing countries.
The conservation of natural resources
including forests has multifaceted benefits.
It not only contributes to the measures to
mitigate global warmi ng, but helps protect
biodiversity, nourish water sources, and
provide sustenance to local communities.
Recognizing the importance of the multip le
functions of conservation, JICA implements
co-benefit projects that seek to mitigate the
effects of global warm ing and at the same
time find and maintain a balance between

the environment and development by
encouraging the sustainable use of natural
resources by local communities. These
projects aim to prevent the overexploitation
of natural resources, increase greenhouse gas
removals by sinks, and curb emissions.
The follow ing is the survey of
representative co-benefit projects in the
area of environmental conservation. This
list covers projects w ith diverse approaches,
including REDO-plus-related projects to
compile information on forest resources and
study carbon dynamics, and the projects
that contribute to both the mitigation ofand adaptation to global warmi ng through
community-led forest management and
ecosystem conservation activities.

1) REDD-plusOOi~r::1DYI?" /REDD-plus-related projects
2008-2011
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Indonesia: Forest Resources Management through Satellite Image Information
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Indonesia is third in the world in terms of tropical forest
coverage. Many rare species inhabit its 120 million hectares of
forest. Indonesia's forests, however, are rapidly being lost due
to wildfires and illegal logging . To address this problem, JICA
is using information from the Japan Aerospace Exploration
Agency's land observation satellite "ALOS"lO to help manage
forest resources. The goal of the project is to promote
sustainable forest management based on highly accurate and
precise data.
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10 Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALaS): One of the world's largest earth observing satellite, Data obtained
by ALaS are used for cartography, regional observation, disaster monitoring, and resource surveying.
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2009-2014

Indonesia: Wildfire and Carbon Management in Peat-forest
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Enormous amounts of carbon are released into the
atmosphere from fires in Indonesia's tropical peat areas.
Burning activities by farmers are the major causes of t he
fires. In add ition to the implications for global warming,
health problems to inhabitants of peat areas due to
the frequent fires are serious concern. To address thi s
problem, JICA is working to develop a fire detection and
w ildfire forecast model using satell ite data, as we ll as
a REDO-plus-compliant carbon assessment system and
carbon management system.

2009-2012

Laos: The Programme for Forest Information Management
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As part of its plan s to regenerate its forest coverage to
70 percent by 2020, Government of Laos is currently
formu lating forest- rel ated legislation while preparing
for REDO-plus projects. Th e co llection of forest
resource information through analyses of satellite
data w ill be critical for the implementation of REDOplus projects. In an attempt to assist Laos, JICA is
compiling forest resource data and assisting with the
installation of facilities and equipment that promote
forest conservation. JICA also helps with human resource
training.
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Laos: Part icipatory Land and Forest Management Project for Reducing Deforestation
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Forest coverage of Laos has declined from about 70%
in 1960's to 4 1.5% in 2002, main ly due to logging and
conversion of forest to agriculture and other land use.
The Government of Laos has begun implementing a
programme to regain the forest coverage to the original
state. To assist the government, JICA carried out a five-year
forest management and community assistance project in six
provinces in northern Laos beginn ing in 2004 . The project
resulted in the improvement of livelihood of the residents,
and in the fewer incidents of slash-and-burn cultivation.
The project continues to monitor the activities in the
target villages, to establish a comprehensive deforestation
prevention programme through participatory land- and
forest management.
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Vietnam: The Study on Potential Forests and Land related to "Climate Change
and Forests"
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In commencing new cl imate change initiatives
such as REDD-plus, data-basing the basic
information, including the distribution of target
areas, is crucia l. This project seeks to utilize
satellite image ana lysis and field surveys to
gather regiona l information on areas in w hich
carbon stock enha ncement projects w ill be
implemented through AR-CDM, REDD-plus, or
other schemes. Collected data wil l then be used
to create a distribution map of the surveyed
areas and be widely shared, to be utilized for a
broad range of climate change initiatives related
to forest.
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Community participating in forest conservation planning (Laos)

2010-2014
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Brazil: Regional Assessment of Carbon Dynamics in the
Amazonian Forest s
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Capturing the amount of carbon
stocks, and regu larly monitoring
the amount, is a major challenge
in the implementation of the
REDD-plu s. To tackle this issue,
JICA is developing quantitative
assessment technologies to track
carbon dynamics in th e forests
of the Amazon, using forest
inventory systems and remote
sensing technologies.
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2006-2010

Ethiopia: Participatory Forest Management Project in Belete-Gera Regional Forest Priority Area
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Forests in Ethiopia are dwindling, due to excessive logging and
the conversion of forests into farmland. In the Belete-Gera
Regional Forest Priority Area in the State of Oromia Region,
where 174,000 hectares of va luable forest land is still preserved,
JICA is cooperating with local authorities and w ith about 9,000
locals to achieve the dual goals of forest conservation and
poverty reduction. In the project, JIC A has assisted its partners
to acquire certification for- and delivering of w ild coffee that
grows in region 's natural forests. As a result, the coffee grown in
the area successfully gained certification from an environmenta l
NGO Rainforest Alliance. The certification has enabled the
locals to sell the coffee at high prices, and to rea lize both forest
conservation and the improvement of their livelihood.
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2002-2012

Malaysia: Bornean Biodiversity and Ecosystems Conservation Programme
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JICA offers technical cooperation in Sabah, Malaysia, to assist
research and education, the management of public parks,
awareness-raising, and stronger administrative abilities for
the conservation of the precious biodiversity in the state. The
project succeeded in establishing cooperation between the state
government and the people living in the protected areas (who
were to be evicted according to the law) to jointly manage the
areas, and in having the inhabitants participate in ecotourism
initiatives. The project also resulted, for the first tim e in the
history of Sabah state, in the Ramsar recognition of 78,800 ha of
wetland in the Lower Kinabatangan-Segama in 2008.
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Vietnam: Development Study on Capacity Development for AR-CDM Promotion
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In order to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and to
scale up afforestation efforts, Government of Vietnam
is carrying out policies to promote Afforestation/
Reforestation Clean Development Mechanism (ARCDM). JICA cooperated with the Ministry of Agriculture
and Rural Development of Vietnam in carrying out
capacity-building, and in designing a pilot project
to promote AR-CDM. The pilot project was funded
by Honda Viet Nam as part of its corporate social
responsibility (CSR)II , and was approved in April 2009 by
the United Nations CDM Executive Board to be the first
AR-CDM project in Vietnam and the fourth in the world.

1997-2005

India: Tamil Nadu Afforestation Project
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JICA supported afforestation activities jointly managed by
Government of India and local communities, The residents of
some 1,200 villages in Tamil Nadu participated in the project, to
reforestate and manage once-depleted forest land 430,000 hectares
in area - approximately twice the size of Tokyo. In addition to the
reforestation according to the needs of the locals, JICA's support
also covered the provision of infrastructure and the support for
income generation activities such as growing vegetables and
flowers. The project contributed to reducing burden on forests
caused by illegal logging and grazing, and enabled sustainable
management of forest by local communities.
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11 Corporat e social respon sibil ity (CSR): A concept or activities whereby companies, on a voluntary basis, adopt
social and envi ronmenta l concerns in their business operat ions and in their relat ionsh ip with the stakeholders.
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2003-2010

Mexico: Coastal Wetland Conservation in the Yucatan Peninsula
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The Yucatan Peninsu la, once rich in biodiversity,
was facing the destruction of its aquatic ecosystem
and the death of its mangrove forests caused by
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assistance in reforestating t he area's mangrove
protected areas successful ly restored mangrove
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restored mangroves), JICA's support also assisted
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the locals to support the protected areas by their
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ow n, Some fishermen, for example, started their
own businesses utilizing a fund set up for the
ind igenous peoples, after receiving JICA's train ing
on ecotourism,
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2009-2012

Brazil: Utilization of ALOS Images to Support Protection of the Brazilian Amazon Forest
a nd Combat against Illegal Deforestation
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Ground monitoring of illega l logg ing is extremely
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difficult in the vast Amazon area, and that is why
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the illega l logging, In this project, JICA assists the
development of system and capacity to uti lize sate llite
date for mon itoring illegal logging,
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he International Tropical Timber
Organization (InO) was established
in 1986 under the auspices of the
United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD), to administer the
International Tropical Timber Agreement
(InA, 1983) Its headquarters is located in
Yokohama-city of Kanagawa prefecture,
and as of June 20 10, the membership of the
organization covers sixty countries in clud ing
the European Union. The member states
account for about 80 percent of the world's
tropical forests and 90 percent of the global
tropica l timber trade.
Ino is an action-oriented organization.
It formu lates policies relevant to its objectives,
and assists its members in implementing
those policies through projects and
activities. Most of these are managed in
partnership with various national and regiona l
organizations incl uding governments, civil
society, and the private sector organizations.
Ino pioneered the development
of criteria and indicators (C&I) for the
sustainable management of natural
tropical forests in the early 1990's, and is
continuously reviewing and improving those
C&1. Sustainable forest management (SFM)
involves planning, reduced impact logging,
community forestry, fire management
and biodiversity conservation. It offers the
potential to use a forest for socioeconomic
development wh ile simultaneously conserving
it. The orga nization also has developed a
series of policy guidelines. Th ese include
guidelines for reh abilitation of degraded
tropical forests and conservation and
sustainable use of biodiversity in tropical
t imber production forests.
In the field of climate change mitigation
and adaptation, Ino has recognized the
crucial role of tropical forests in relation

T

to susta inable management. In particular,
the 45th session of the International
Tropical Timber Council held in November
2009 recommended that Ino's efforts
on REDDplus shou ld focus on promoting
sustainable forest management, as it could
play a significant role in avoiding forest
degradation and restorating of degraded
forests. Ino promotes REDD-plus through
assisting capacity-bu ilding of its member
countries to carry out REDD-plus activities on
the ground.

Thematic Programme on REDOES
The effects of deforestation and forest
degradation are not limited to increased
green house gas emissions but also include
loss of forest biodiversity and environmental
services provided by the forests. In the
light of increasing needs to promote
climate change mitigation and adaptation
activities in the context of susta inable forest
management, Ino has established a new
thematic programme on REDDES (Reducing
Deforestation and Forest Degradation and
Enhancing Environmental Services in Tropical
Forests). The Programme offers the possibility
to integ rate in a consistent and systematic
manner all environmental services within
the SFM framewo rk for the management of
tropical forests focusing on capacity building
for implementation, Currently, REDDES pilot
projects are being undertaken in the three
tropical regions. The following projects are
currently being implemented under this
programme.
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Monitoring deforestation, logging and land use change in the Pan Amazonian Forest (Brazil, Bolivia, Columbia, Ecuador, Guyana, Peru, Surinam,
Venezuela)
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In recent years, illegal logging, slash-and-burn farming, and other unsound
practices have led to the increasing destruction of forests of the Amazon . The
Amazon Tropica l Rain Forest is spread over seven countries, the la rgest of which is
Brazil. The section of the rain forest that covers Brazil alone is about 11 times the
size of the whole of Japan. Given the vastness of the Amazon, enforcement is said
to be near impossible.
The purpose of the current project is to assist in the development of systems
to monitor changes in forest coverage, which is the key to spread of proper
governance in the Amazon. Furthermore, as the scope of this project involves
multiple countries, the project also aims to facilitate dialogue and harmony in
matters of forest management in order to promote synergy and coordinated
actions along border regions.
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Monitoring mission members
looking at forest sensus map, Peru
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2010-2011

Technical Support for the Development of a National Forest Inventory in the Democratic Republic
of Congo to assess carbon stocks and changes in carbon stocks of forest land
::::r::;:::j'f:~~*HD~lct, .z-O)~~ta:~t,*~;JJlHL:tJ1J\1J\bS 9', t,**-E?

Despite the rich forest resources of the Democratic Republic of the
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Congo, the forestry sector has not received sufficient international
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funding and is still largely undeveloped, A certain amount of progress
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has been seen since the civil strife ended in 2002, and the government
is encouraging the sustainable use of forest resources.
The current project supports the UN-REDD Programme in the

~:szmG, ~~t,*O)iW~jHI;;' -{ :::;"':::;i'-Ij-fFnto)iellbO)~gl:1Jta:~

Democratic Republic of the Congo and aims to build a firm foundation
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for the creation of a carbon stock inventory of national forests_ The

70~80:30)j:'£VIIJ1!§-*m~0)~~@t:>, iQ\~ta:~~0)-j"-glj2~~frL, '*9 0

?T"'T.,.§>]n::l-':~ i1\'1) t:''?
M adidi Nati onal Pa rk, Madidi, Bolivia

project will bring together an organization of 70 to 80 technical
experts and arrange for the necessary equipment in order to conduct
carbon stock inventory surveys_

t~~ilJi~~~~**I~-1'=V77-<:7'~iMlJtc.~~*~Jij£~\·~1t;O)trpffilJI\:~Q
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Enhancing Forest Carbon Stock to Reduce Emission from Deforestation and Degradation through
Sustainable Forest Management Initiatives in Indonesia
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Indonesia is said to still have a vast foundation of forest
resources, but over the long term, the sustainability of those
resources is threatened on many fronts_
The current project aids in the sustainable management
of forests in an important attempt to reduce greenhouse
gas emissions in the field of forestry_ To that end, the project
aids efforts to establish national strategic policies and raise

9 7D:'h?i'-*~71~1L:lct, ttBt~O)A qO)j:~mcPJj:jgtJ~W~I!

awareness among relevant stakeholders_ The ideal is for the local

r--.,0)~~D1J\J'lm~~n*9 0 *ielQ*BkJIL:lct, ttB7Ji&IfJt:>ttFE3'lSBi*

communities to be engaged in sustainable forest management

~~,~u~~t:>mmc PJ ~ta:.~~~O)~~7lJ~ti~~~o)k

by the end of the project duration, In the future, it is hoped that
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local governments, private-sectors and such are able to obtain
incentives from initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions,
such as conservation and sustainable management of forests.
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Reducing Emission from Deforestation and Forest Degradation through Collaborative Management with Local Communities (Ghana)
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There are we ll-m anaged protected forests in Ghana, where it is
estimated that the conventional/traditional lifestyles and even
the very lives of approximately two million people are dependent
upon forests. Nevertheless, there are forests that are subject to
excessive logging, in addition to numerous examples of forests
outside of protected areas not being properly regulated.
In an attempt to remedy this situation and to further
environment services and greenhouse gas reductions, the
project seeks to contribute to the sustainable management and
conservation of the Ankasa Protected Area, w hich is sa id to be
the most biodiversity-rich forest ecosystem in Ghana. It promotes

<=C::~1;E~L., "Lll*9 o~;f**"¥:3t-J1*~1 ;:~l., 1"L JiB~t±~O)J;fJ~

the development and implementation of governance and
management systems suited to the Area with input from the loca l
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people .
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Local REDDES programme for development and addressing climate change in Guatemala: Building social processes for sustainability
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In order to reduce deforestation and forest degradation,

r8'·~mFrl'l~¥:;E(Ca lm ecac)lct~KmiSJll~tcJ:~;f**"¥:30)~JNC:::,

INAB and Calmecac are seeking to develop sustainable forest
management and establish financ ial mechanisms derived
from the management and conservation of resources and
environmenta l services in 16 municipalities of the Departments
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of Huehuetenago and Quich , while at the same time providing
a climate change adaptation mechanism. Thu s, this project is

t::::-::;Z0);~1:E'11I;:~l., 1"L0)~B"l'~B"l7"-5'0){:jUi5~El:j:~9 c:::IDlB~

aimed at conso lid ating information and agreements with local
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commun ities on the management of natural resources, whi le
generating quantitative and qualitative data on forest resources
and environmental services potentia l in the area.
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Strengthening Guyana's capacity to manage forest resources and environmental services through resources assessment and monitoring changes in
deforestation and degradation
*70:h?r-- cld:2JO):E~1C!::5T!rILJ!j(IJ~JlQJL.C~El
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This project seeks to address two main areas: conducting,
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and environmental services including the completion
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at a demonstration level, an assessment of forest resources
of a feasibility study of targeting remuneration systems
for environmental services; and secondly, by supporting

-=:'.:2=5'--(-L;A:)[; cid:, ~:f*j[i)Jj'i:~M£j:~u, 1J\J~;f*i~:':J,\

sustainable forest management and resources utilization
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at the community level to maintain forest resources and
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prevent deforestation and degradation. The outcome of
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the project w ill be the strengthening of Guyana's capacity
to manage forest resources and environmental services

-J:)-t:'::Z0),§,l~flg:tJ0)59l{tc9 0

through resources assessment and monitoring changes in
deforestation and degradation.
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Promoting the partnership efforts to reduce emission from deforestation and forest degradation of tropical
peatland in south Sumatra through the enhancement of conservation and restoration activities
i!:\!~9.Q!J50),T
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In response to the degradation of peat swamp forests (PSF) in south
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Sumatra, Indonesia, the project aims at promoting the conservation
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and rehabilitation of degraded PSF. It is part of Reduced Emission
from Deforestation and forest Degradation (REDD)-Indonesia in the
context of PSF. There are t wo major issues to be addressed by the
project: resolving the conflict of interests between authorities in the

0);~iW;lffi±tB;f*±i'8*1C:il:)110~:f*i~:':J,\il:)ctU%{tlc:ct0i9FtI:l~f!l1j

management of PSF and reducing emissions from deforestation and

im\:90L.CC9o

forest degradation of PSF ecosystem in south Sumatra.
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Development and demonstration on scheme of payment for environmental services (PES) derived from degraded and secondary tropical
production forests in China
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The project w ill assess environmental services derived from
degraded and secondary tropica l production forests in the
Lin gshu i Li Autonomous County of the Hainan Province in
south Ch ina . A scheme of PES derived from degraded and
secondary tropical production forests in the demonstration
areas will be ide ntified and implemented based on
community participation. As a resu lt of the project, policy
suggestions on the sche me of PES will be developed and
subm itted to local governments.
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Sustainable forest management and utilization of ecosystem services in forests managed by the Ese'Eja native community in Infierno, Peru
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Th e project is aimed at strengthening the management of
forests over which the community has acquired utilization
rights, so as to penetrate the emerging ecosystem services
markets and t hu s generate additional income to allow
the community to obtain resources for the adequate
management of their te rri tory and ecotourism concession.
Community capacities wi ll be deve loped for the planning
and establishment of agreements approved by all community
members fo r the use of forest re so urces and services, thus
establish ing the basis for the development of a project for the
reduction of em issions from deforestation and degradation
(REDD).
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Ino is also promoting numerous forest conservation projects involving the engagement of the
privatesector. , With the support of 7&i Holdings Ltd (Japan), Ino is currently implementing the
following project in collaboration with the Ministry of Forestry of Indonesia:
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REDO and Enhancing Carbon Stocks in, Meru Betiri National Park, Java, Indonesia
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Located in the south of East Java, the Meru Betiri National
Park, which covers 58 thousand hectares, is home to diverse
vegetation (alpine, lowland and coastal vegetation, marshes,
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mangroves, etc.) and is rich in biodiversity. However, because of
illegal logging and trespassing, the park faces serious problems,
the most serious of which are forest degradation and loss of
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ecosystem services. Main drivers for such degradation include
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weak forest law enforcement and governance and the lack of
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sustainable incomes for the local communities.
The project aims at promoting tropical forest
conservation by reducing emissions from deforestation and
forest degradation and increasing carbon stocks. The Specific
objectives of the project include: the improvement of livelihoods
of the local communities and the creation of "measurable,
reportable, and verifiable" systems to assess carbon stocks in
relation to REDD+ activities in the Meru Betiri National Park.
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